
Mature Enterprise Solution for the for the sourcing & selling of all sorts of 
digital products (Mobile Top-Ups, Prepaid Cards, Gaming Cards, Money 
Vouchers, Mobile Internet Cards, Charity Donations, etc.)

Multiple integration methods for legacy POS, Mobile App., eCommerce  
(Direct, Web/Mob POS, Self-Service Kiosks)

Extensive analytics and reports for monitoring business performance and 
robust controls for detecting fraud

Complimentary advice around the best practices for the operation of the  
solution, fraud prevention, and even the growing of your business.

SMASH eVOUCHERS enables you to expand the range of products offered to 
your customers, while they enjoy a seamless purchasing process in the same 
place and in the same way that they purchase their physical goods; the same 
basket, from the same POS, collecting points to the same Loyalty Card!

SMASH eVOUCHERS 
®

RETAILER EDITION

Digital & 
eVoucher 
sales showed 
a growth rate 
of 72.21%     
in 2017
(source: UKGCVA)

Build SQL queries
for custom reports

Track history of 
specific items for 
audit purposes

Manage merchant limits, 
invoices, and payments

Load and track inventory; 
block or reclaim items

Dashboard to 
monitor merchants, 

products, and 
geographical 
performance

Generate and export 
reports/graphs with 
the straightforward 

Query Editor

Time-based 
analytics drill down 
on merchants, 
stores, cashiers or 
channels of sale

WHY INVEST IN SMASH eVOUCHERS

KEY FEATURES

Modern, proven, agile, and 
scalable solution that can 
adjust to fit your business 
model and operations.

Created and implemented by 
a dynamic team with vast 
experience and a passion for 
enabling your success.

Easy to start, 
pay-as-you-grow, affordable 
SaaS commercial model.

Apart from legacy e-Vouchers that add to the product mix and grow revenues, SMASH eVOUCHERS can create further 
opportunities, for example, charity donations can be digitally transformed for seamless collection, total business control, and 
no administration, empowering social responsibility. Coupons or discount vouchers can be handled much more effectively, 
reducing costs and expanding channels or service and consumer reach. With SMASH eVOUCHERS any digital item can be 
created, traded, and managed!

PHILOSHOPIC ®
SIMPLE&EXCITING

We craft cloud technologies that enable commerce and financial services through innovation and simplicity. 
Our solutions and services aim for an exciting consumer experience and a simple, admin-less and robust 
operation for your business. We specialise in the digital transformation of legacy in-store services and the 
omni-channel consumer engagement!

fylt #philoshopic www.philoshopic.com


